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Hello And Welcome!
I have never met anyone who told me they don’t like music! It’s part of
our DNA as human beings – an inner love for creative things that stir our
heart and soul. However, although many of us enjoy having a sing song,
whether it be round a camp fire, the Last Night of the Proms, at a football
or rugby match, privately in the bath, or howling with the dog, I do meet
a lot of people who tell me they would love to join a choir, but they can’t
sing!
I also meet a lot of other people
who know they can sing, but
don’t know how to express their
musical ability in a fulfilling way.
Over the last few years, choirs
have been springing up all over
the place – people like Gareth
Malone have done wonders to
make singing accessible to
ordinary people like you and me.
The national movement of Rock
Choir have also pushed the
boundaries of what is possible when you bring people together to sing –
although Rock Choir have become a massive and lucrative business
model. Wikipedia comments on the Founder “Caroline Redman Lusher as
an English singer and musician, best known for being the founder and
director of Rock Choir, the world's largest amateur contemporary choir.
She is considered to be responsible for the contemporary choir movement
in the UK", and "the businesswoman behind one of Britain's biggest
brands.”
I have found it a little disconcerting that Caroline’s business model has
excluded a whole lot of people who could never afford £10 a session for
their membership of a choir. And although what should did inspired many
other choirs to spring up around the country, if you used the word “rock”
in the name of your community choir, she threatened to sue you!
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That’s one of the reasons I started Community Choirs UK (no “rock” in the
name!) I wanted to create a fun community of people that could enjoy
singing in a way that was affordable for everyone regardless of their
financial means.

How It All Started For Me!
People ask me how I got started in music performance and song writing.
It was actually as far back as 1966 (ouch!), and it was with a low-slung
Broadway solid electric guitar, which cost £7.14s.6d in ‘old money’ and
was second-hand of course, and with my supercool sixties image,
complete with adequate
haircut and sideburns, I
Although many of us enjoy having a
hit the headlines in the
sing song, whether it be round a camp
Sheerness
Times
fire, the Last Night of the Proms, at a
Guardian!
Where
is
football or rugby match, privately in the
Sheerness?
Good
bath, or howling with the dog,
question. Although I was
I do meet a lot of people who tell me
born in Stepney, London,
they would love to join a choir,
England (making me a
but they can’t sing!
true Cockney), my parents
moved out of London
when I was 12 years old to
the Isle of Sheppey.
This was the headline that became my first argument with “the church.”
“Beating The Hell Out Of Sheerness!”
A local clergyman went public over the evils of ‘beat music’ and the
audacity of young whipper snappers claiming to be communicators of
God’s truth.
The newspaper carried the story as follows…
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“Beat Group Bid To Save Church’
“The Victory Side – the Island’s own
Gospel Beat Group – has been
called in to save Queenborough’s
ancient Congregational Church.
Dwindling congregations in the past
years have necessitated this move
by organist Mr Harry Poppleton and
Lay Preacher Mr Colin Steele.”
(That’s me, second from the right! And there’s the low-slung Broadway
guitar.)
The newspaper followed the story, navigating the negative reactions in
the letters page – all good publicity for them, with the conclusion of the
story:
“Victory for Beat Group”
“News of the services conducted by the Island’s Gospel Beat Group, ‘The
Victory Side’ at Queenborough Congregational Church on Sunday, was
flashed across Britain over the BBC Home Service on Monday.”
Then more letters came flooding in to the newspaper:
“Sir, it is possible that your news item, ‘Beat Group Bid to Save Church’
could be misconstrued by a casual reader…I would like to point out that
a policy of directing one’s efforts to one small section of the community
to whom too much attention is already paid—the teenage community—
could well drive away members of long standing who have supported the
church loyally.” (Rev P. E. Gee)
“I cannot understand why a minister, who obviously had found the answer
and has a good congregation, first-class choir, etc., should bother himself
about a group of young people who are trying to follow Christ’s
teaching.” (A ‘Fuddy Duddy’)
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“Sir, my efforts to set the record right as far as my own church is
concerned, regarding the place of ‘beat’ services in our area, and the
denial of the fact that we are dull and lengthy in worship, seems in danger
of becoming a first-class argument. I believe the church is basically a
family… so the teenage element must be prepared to forget the
dominance which it has in the world outside by virtue of its high
purchasing power, bizarre costume and uncouth appearance.”
(Rev P. E. Gee)
Letters like these appeared in the paper for several weeks, some
supporting the way we were trying to reach the kids on the street with a
positive, life giving message, and others supporting the more traditional
view of the clergyman.
Thankfully, things have changed! These days guitars, keyboards and
drums in church is a regular feature of worship.
Jump forward a few years
and my recording career
began in 1979 with my first
album on the Kingsway
Music
label,
“Freefall”.
(That’s me performing in
Barcelona accompanied
by my daughter, Sarah)
I now have a back
catalogue of 10 albums recorded at various times over the years. I
performed in concert in prisons, colleges, schools, theatres, concert halls
and churches all over the world. Gigs included main stage Greenbelt, a
music and arts festival, the Marquee Club in Soho where many top artists
have taken the stage, including David Bowie, Phil Collins, Bob Geldof, Alvin
Lee, Eric Clapton, Steve Winwood, Jon Anderson, George Harrison and
Mark Knopfler. I also played in music festivals in the Royal Albert Hall,
London and Wembley Arena.
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At the height of my professional music career, I was travelling worldwide,
and performing in over 100 concerts a year, including loads of TV and
Radio appearances. Music performance, song writing, arranging,
recording and publishing have been part of my DNA for as long as I can
remember. I have also enjoyed writing books and have published several
including “The Theft Of The Purple Plug”, “Carnival To The Aquadome”
and “The Return Of The Rainchild” – fantasy fiction books for young
adults.

But what about the choirs?
Well, It Started With A Dream!
After watching a creative arrangement of “Guide Me O Thou Great
Jehovah” performed by a welsh choir using lighting effects and
pyrotechnics, I had a dream that same night and woke up singing the
hymn, much to the surprise of my wife, Sarah! The next day I felt “called”
to start a community choir. So, after a leaflet drop in the local area, a few
people came to the first rehearsal which we held in a derelict,
decommissioned NHS Chapel at Graylingwell in Chichester. We had reopened the Chapel on a peppercorn rent from the Homes and
Communities Agency with an official opening on 10th October, 2010.
Although only a few people came to the first rehearsal, they told their
friends and within 18 months we had one of the biggest community choirs
in the UK with a membership capped at 200!
Community Choirs UK was born, and soon, with the help and support of
a number of people, including a young conductor Emma Barnes, a music
student at Chichester University, we had five choirs running in West
Sussex. Emma has since married David, who proposed to her during one
of our choir rehearsals, and subsequently took over the West Sussex
choirs when Sarah and I moved to Quainton in Buckinghamshire. This
enabled Sarah to continue her study and work at Oxford University where
she subsequently became Chaplain of Wycliffe Hall whilst sharing the
leadership of a church in North Oxford.
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One of the first things I did after moving to Quainton was to start a
Community Choir and we have a membership of around 50 people who
attend on a Friday morning. I have also run choirs in nearby Waddesdon
and Long Crendon.
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So What Do You Need To Do,
To Start A Community Choir?
You might be reading this thinking to yourself, “I could do that!” OK.
Here’s my TOP 10 things you need to start a choir:
1. You need vision! It’s not good enough to have a bright idea! Vision
is something much bigger. It’s almost like being compelled to do
something because you feel deep inside that this is your destiny! OK,
I’m over-playing it a little, but you get what I mean, right? If you don’t
have a vision for starting a community choir, it will fail. It’s like being
in love. It’s hard to define it, you just KNOW. And when that feeling
grabs you, it’s very compelling. Vision sees the bigger picture and gives
you the energy to stay with it until it’s accomplished.
2. You need passion! Once you have a vision for starting a community
choir, you need the passion for it! It’s not quite the same. Vision takes
on the big picture, passion takes everything to another dimension,
because you need to fall in love with the vision – and that’s passion!
You need a passion for music, song and most of all, people being
brought together in community – into a family that cares. Yes, it’s that
serious!
3.
You need musical
ability: This seems to be
obvious, but not for all,
because some people just
smell a great business
opportunity where they
can make money. If that’s
the case for you, please
think again. You will need
some background in music
and community singing
and be able to put
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together a song arrangement that will be unique for you and your choir.
If you are just reading the little dots on the music that somebody else
has arranged, that’s OK, but it’s not special and people need to feel
special and to own the music they sing.
4. You need an identity: Having a “brand”, name and logo is a good
thing. People will feel they belong to a real community under a real
banner. It’s not difficult to design a logo for your choir. I used Laughing
Bird Software. Click this link to take a look at it:
https://ontheboxmedia--laughingbirdsoftware.thrivecart.com/thegraphics-creator7-bundle/
This is the logo I designed using the software:

5. You need a venue: A local village or church hall is a good venue.
However, make sure the acoustics are good – if there are loads of
acoustic panels in the venue, it won’t make a good rehearsal studio.
They soak up the sound and everything sound extremely dull! You
would use acoustic panels to soundproof a recording studio or if a large
space creates an echo chamber! So choose wisely.
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6. You need a repertoire. I hand pick all the songs for our choirs and
this does take a little time. I then look at the original keys they were
written in and adapt them for the vocal ranges of the various harmony
parts in the choir. I like to use a mix of rock, pop, soul and Gospel
music and this seems to work well.
7. You need song arrangements. As stated, do them yourself! If you
find this too difficult or time consuming, give me a call and we’ll do a
deal! I work out arrangements, which often involves changing the key
of songs I choose. I work out the various parts – sopranos, altos and
tenors. I will have a bass line, if we have enough male singers. The
fact of life for Community Choirs, is that they are predominantly
women, so this can make song arrangements limiting. In one of our
choirs, we have 30 women and 10 men, so this lends itself to some
interesting vocal parts. I record the songs on my laptop recording
studio using Adobe Audition software, and then create videos with
commentary and notes using Camtasia, a highly professional screen
capture and video production software. It’s quite expensive to buy, but
well worth it. There are free screen capture programmes that make
videos. If you are going down this route, do the usual Google search.

8.
You need to make
sure you don’t breach
copyright law. I am a
member of the Publishing
Rights Society and they
dish out royalty payments
to songwriters and artists.
If you intend charging a
membership fee for your
choirs, make sure you check with the PRS before you start messing
around with songs that other people have written, especially if you are
making
money
out
of
their
hard
work.
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9. You need Public Liability Insurance: Although some premises
have their own PLI, you need to check if you are covered if there should
be an accident. PLI is not expensive – I pay a little over £8.00 per
month for very good cover.
10.
You
need
people! When I first
started out, I printed a
load of A5 flyers inviting
people to come along to
the first rehearsal. After
that, the choir grew by
recommendation
–
people
told
their
friends.
I have found that this is
by far the most effective way to grow choirs – you can’t beat personal
testimony. And if people are enjoying what you are offering, they will
be natural promoters for your choir! Organic growth is the best way.
Of course, you should also give a big boost when you first start your
choir. Posters and flyers around the intended location, free advertising
by way of Press Releases, and offer a first rehearsal free showcase, so
that people can come along without obligation to see if they like the
choir and like you! If they don’t, they will vote with their feet!
Here is an example of a flyer I use for one of my choirs:
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Community Choirs Spreads
To Buckinghamshire!
After moving to Quainton, with the job of looking after two wonderful
village parishes, I wanted to do something that would draw people
together building community through music.
We now have three choirs running locally, one in Quainton, one in
Waddesdon and one in Long Crendon. They are all unique and at different
stages of development. All present challenges – all are a wonderful bunch
of people who enjoy singing and each other’s company. There are not
many things I can think of that are more rewarding than that! (Apart from
a wonderful wife, riding my Triumph America at a ‘reasonable’ speed and
tucking in to a roast turkey dinner!)
Our choirs run on a
donation basis – this
means that people
give what they can
afford
to
cover
running costs. This is
the best model for
me as a House For
Duty Vicar – I look
after
two
parish
churches in return for
the use of a Church of
England house – I don’t get a salary, so any funding raised from the choirs
after expenses helps supplement my State Pension. Emma used our West
Sussex choirs to create a business for herself and charged a fee of around
£5.00 to £7.00 a session.
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Right from the start, I decided not to use musical scores, because I
wanted the choirs to be accessible to all. So members don’t need to read
music. They get the lyrics, and I work out the arrangements, then we
learn by my method of “Sing & Repeat” – I sing each part (soprano, alto,
tenor, bass) and the choir, sitting in their respective vocal parts, repeat
back to me. This is quite repetitive, but over three or four weeks,
harmonies are learnt and, hey presto, we are ready to rock.
Our choirs can be life changing.
Here are some of the comments we have received:
"Joining the Community Choir has given us Fun, Friendship and a new
appreciation of how singing is good for the soul - being in the choir just
lifts our spirits!" Gwen
"A glorious heart lifting sound, I am privileged to be a member of Steve's
enthusiastic Chichester Community Choir!" John
"I thoroughly enjoyed my first week with the Community choir, Everyone
was so friendly, the choice of music was inspiring and the rehearsal was
tremendous fun. I also felt that the sounds achieved by us all in such a
short space of time were exciting, can’t wait for our next rehearsal." Val
"I suffered with mental health problems and
find the time singing in the choir once a
week a real god-send, it
takes me out of my
problems and makes me
Although the first choir started with
feel
normal
only a few people, with a few months
again." (Wishes
to
we became one of the biggest
remain anon)
community choirs in the UK, with 200
members and a waiting list!

"I joined the choir in
Bognor. I have always
wanted
to
join
a
community choir and, now that I no longer work shifts, I am able to
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commit to regular practices. I have really enjoyed being part of the choir,
learning new songs and singing in harmony. I have made new friends too.
It was great when we gave our first concert and it must have been good
‘cos our 20yr old son enjoyed it!" Karen
"I am happy to have found
your choir, as I never
thought I would see the
day I would sing in a choir
(with my voice! ). I really
enjoy your choir and I feel
it really helps me and I find
that singing really helps to
lift my spirits. I have
always found there is
nothing quite like music and song to help you get through the good and
bad times in life. I think everyone should at least come and try your choirs
as they will be pleasantly surprised". Trish
"The Community Choirs UK gives a wonderful opportunity for people to
get together and sing whatever their ability or age and all that is required
is that you enjoy singing!!" Pauline
"When I first heard about the choir starting up in Bognor I saw it as an
opportunity to join something that I used to love doing when I was
younger. I arrived at South Bersted church and nearly turned away but I
grabbed hold of all my courage and went in. I'm so glad I did. I love it.
I've made new friends, my confidence is on the up, I enjoy the challenge
of learning new songs and I get such a buzz out of singing in a big group.
It's great!" Maria
"A friend invited me along to the Community Choir at Southbourne and I
loved it from the word go. I've made so many new friends and the singing
is so uplifting. We sing some really current songs as well as some old
favourites. We did our first concert a few weeks ago and it was so much
fun! " Liz
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"Fab, Fun and Friendly!" Anne
" Steve's Community Choir ......Simply the best..... " Jenny
"I really look forward to
Thursday evenings and
singing
with
the
choir. It's such a great
way to relax after a
hectic day at work. We
sing a great variety of
songs and it's a great
feeling hearing
how
much we improve
week on week. Singing my first ever solo in public at our first concert
earlier this year was a real milestone for me and I felt a wonderful sense
of achievement even though I was very nervous. I would recommend the
choir to everyone, come along and have a go!" Fran
"I really look forward to choir each Thursday. It is uplifting and makes
me feel good." Juliet
"Community Choirs UK - When you sing, you never actually hear the
sound that others hear. You need an expert like Steve Flashman to
patiently guide and encourage you to bring out the best in your voice."
Denise
"Although we are both novices, and have only been coming a short while
we feel privileged to be in the company of so many enthusiasts at the
Community Choir. We enjoy the company, the training and are finding our
own voices- so long they have been unused! To have this sort of
education in our lives has put a spring into our step and we look forward
to each and every meeting." Heather and Ruth
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"I would say that the Community
Choir has given many of us
confidence to do something we
never thought possible, it brings
friendship, fun, laughter, and
a greater
knowledge
of
music. Steve and Emma do a
great job inspiring, reassuring,
cajoling, teaching, story telling and laughing, to bring out the good
qualities in all of us. It is one of the best things I have done for a long
time." Julie
"Being a member of the Community Rock Choir is inexpensive and brings
a real sense of camaraderie, togetherness and fun. It also helps you to
listen, be focused and builds your confidence through teamwork." Kate
"The community choir has helped me discover more about myself and
improved my confidence. I
look forward to every week as
I can relax and forget my
troubles for 2 hours. Singing
is both fun and therapeutic,
helping your worries drift
away." Rob
"I wanted something fun,
relaxing and not too taxing to do. Only singing to myself in the car before,
I now enjoy my singing along with others and our fund raising concerts
give it a purpose." Madeleine
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OK, What About The “God” Bit!
I never set out to start a Gospel or a Christian choir. I don’t have a hidden
agenda. I’m sure something of my faith rubs off a little from time to time,
but I never set out to “preach” at people. This is not an “evangelistic
opportunity”, or a chance to proselytise. It’s not the time or place for that
and I don’t want people feeling that I am dragging them into a choir space
so that I can “get them for God!”
The secret is in the name: ‘Community’ Choirs UK. We want to build
community and a sense of belonging with a welcome to all whatever their
musical ability. We are open to all regardless of their background, world
view, lifestyle and beliefs. There is no discrimination and no expectation
from me, other than that we come into a stress-free zone, where we can
relax and sing our hearts out!
Having said that, there have been times when people have asked me to
pray for them or a member of their family. One time I was and asked to
bless a baby in the middle of a choir rehearsal! We even had an incident
of a miraculous healing! But this sort of thing happens organically – it is
not planned or manipulated – it’s just part of what naturally happens in
the course of living.
Over the years I have found that people get put into boxes – often of their
own making! There are
stereo-typical views about
I never set out to start a
“vicars” – they have a wet
Gospel or Christian choir.
fish handshake, wear a
I don’t have a hidden agenda
blue anorak with orange
quilted lining, speak in an
ancient language and eat
cucumber sandwiches and drink pots of tea when they visit people in the
afternoons!
I like to think I smash the myth a little bit! (Apart from the tea in the
afternoons, which obviously is a delight! Oh, and coffee and walnut cake!)
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It’s also a fallacy that in order to
be successful in music you need
to be “spaced out”, un-shaven,
unhooked from reality, slightly
inebriated, unkempt and on
drugs! None of the above is
necessary, desirable, cool or even
right in order to produce cutting
edge music that gets to the heart
of the matter and connects with
people where they are. My
musical influences are Peter Gabriel and Sting. They write prophetic songs
that speak powerfully into our culture and I suppose my own song writing
has been loosely modelled on their
style and approach.

Singing brings joy to many people –
but did you know that your passion for
singing can lead to incredible benefits
in your physical, emotional, and social
health?

“It’s a fallacy that to be a
successful songwriter you
need to be “spaced out”,
un-shaven,
unhooked from reality,
slightly inebriated, unkempt
and on drugs!”
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The News Is Out! Singing Is Good For You!
For some reason this has become hot news, with various studies showing
that singing is good for you. But we’ve known this anecdotally for a very
long time. On June 24th, 2009, the National Geographic reported the
discovery of a bone flute: “A vulture bone flute discovered in a
European cave is likely the world's oldest recognizable musical
instrument and pushes back humanity's musical roots, a new study
says.”

It was found in Hohle Fels, a Stone Age cave in southern Germany,
and is around 40,000 years old.
When I was growing up,
“the
choir”
was
associated with a number
of
dedicated
people
singing “anthems” in
church. Not so today. It is
estimated that more than
2.8 million people in the
UK sing in community
choirs.
The people in our choirs
often say to me that singing has improved their sense of well-being,
reduced stress and anxiety, making them feel healthier, stronger and
more ready to face the challenges of life.
I have worked with a colleague who runs a café for people with dementia
and we have found that singing enables people who struggle with this
debilitating illness, to recover something that has been lost. Singing
familiar songs will trigger into life memories and associations of happier
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days and can even improve mental agility and a sense of self-worth and
well-being.
Music can be a powerful stimulant but singing takes this potential to a
whole new level of possibility.
The popular programme, “Trust Me I’m A Doctor” on BBC 2, carried out
what they called “a ground-breaking experiment” with a group of people
putting them through a series of activities using cycling, dancing, singing
and reading boiler and dishwasher manuals! They took blood samples and
measured endocannabinoid levels which produce a feeling of euphoria
involved in reward, appetite, mood, memory and neuroprotection. (The
word "endocannabinoid is made up of two parts. "Cannabinoid" comes
from "cannabis," and "endo" is short for "endogenous," which means that
it is produced naturally inside of your body.) Singing scored much higher
than any of the other activities.
Jacques Launay, Postdoctoral Researcher in Experimental Psychology,
University of Oxford, published an article featured on an Oxford University
website (http://www.ox.ac.uk/research/choir-singing-improves-healthhappiness-%E2%80%93-and-perfect-icebreaker) where he states: “The
physiological benefits of singing, and music more generally, have long been
explored.
Music making exercises the brain as well as the body, but singing is
particularly beneficial for improving breathing, posture and muscle tension.
Listening to and participating in music has been shown to be effective in pain
relief, too, probably due to the release of neurochemicals such as βendorphin (a natural painkiller responsible for the “high” experienced after
intense exercise).
There’s also some evidence to suggest that music can play a role
sustaining a healthy immune system, by reducing the stress hormone cortisol
and boosting the Immunoglobin A antibody.”
So it’s now on the record, singing can make you more healthy in body, mind
and spirit.
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So let’s make a list of all the benefits we have discovered:

Health Benefits For Body, Mind & Spirit
1. The Immune System: strengthened and reinforced:
The University of Frankfurt carried out some research showing this very
clearly. The got choir members to sing Mozart’s “Requiem” and after
taking blood tests noticed that the amount of proteins in the immune
system that function as antibodies were significantly higher immediately
after the rehearsal. When the choir members just listened to music, the
same increases did not occur.
2. Physical Well-being: keeps you in good physical shape:
Singing can be an excellent form of
exercise, especially in this day and age
where many of us live quite sedentary
lives compared to our ancestors. This is
good news for people who suffer with
health problems, but is also good news
for those who are healthy, because our
lungs get a good workout with proper
singing techniques employed and this
includes a healthier diaphragm and
better circulation. It is also very likely
that singing can increase aerobic
capacity and stamina.
3.
Posture: encourages good
posture, thus relieving unwanted aches and pains!
We always spend a little time getting ourselves into the “stress free zone”
by standing correctly – feet slight apart, straight body – knees, waist,
chest, shoulders, head. Hands and arms in a relaxed posture at flopping
loosely at the sides of the body. This in itself, if practiced regularly(!) can
relieve tension and physical aches and pains.
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4. Restfulness: helps with sleep patterns
A clinical trial, by Exeter University and the Royal Devon and Exeter NHS
Foundation Trust, showed that the singing exercises, which strengthen
certain throat muscles, also alleviated symptoms of obstructive sleep apnea,
a condition in which people stop breathing during deep sleep.

5. Anti-depressant: happens naturally when we sing
Endorphins are released when you sing. These are the feel good factor
brain chemicals that make you feel uplifted and positive. Scientists have
identified a tiny organ in the ear called the sacculus, which responds to
the frequencies created by singing. The response creates an immediate
sense
of
pleasure,
regardless of what the
singing
sounds
like.
“Although many of us enjoy having a
(Which
is
a
great
sing song, whether it be round a camp
encouragement to those
fire, The Last Night of the Proms, at a
who think they can’t sing!)
football or rugby match, or privately in
I continually remind our
the bath, I do meet a lot of people who
choirs that when they
tell me they would love to join a choir,
come to a rehearsal, they
but they can’t sing!”
are stepping into a stress(It’s time to break out!)
free zone.
6. Mental
agility:
getting those brain cells moving!
Mental alertness is improved when blood circulation and an oxygenated
blood stream allows more oxygen to the brain. The result: Mental
alertness, concentration, and memory enhancement. Our method of “Sing
& Repeat” aids this process, as the brain focusses the mind on picking up
harmonies and listening to instructions. The Alzheimer’s Society has even
established a “Singing for the Brain” service to help people with dementia
and Alzheimer’s maintain their memories.
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7. Breaking Out Of The Box!
Many people can feel trapped by the circumstances of life. Singing in a
choir helps to release feelings of freedom and liberty – you can be yourself
in the presence of like-minded people who are also on their own personal
journey of self-discovery and liberation!
8. Community and Social Benefits:
In our choirs, we have all kinds of people from different backgrounds and
because we have a common goal, we work together, make new friends
and build on friendships of old, which often take on a new lease of life.
9. Confidence: gets a big boost.
I have seen this happen time
and time again with choir
members who come with all
kinds of personal hang-ups and
anxieties and often with a very
low self-esteem. But after a few
months, a new person begins
to emerge like a newly formed
butterfly spreading its wings!
(OK, a little flowery, but you get
my drift!) It’s a real joy to see
people on a journey of selfdiscovery and opening up to all
kinds of possibilities – even to
singing solo in front of an
audience using a Shure SM58
professional vocal microphone.
Very early on in one of our choirs, a young mum, who didn’t feel she was
worth anything and rather battered by life circumstances, ended up
singing solos and auditioning for X-Factor!
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10.
Communication skills: learning to work together is a
key feature of our community choirs.
It has been found that singing to babies will help prepare their brains for
language.
So there we have it.
Singing is very good for you! We should embrace it, enjoy it and celebrate
the benefits!
Although we have no expectations for our choir members, other than that
they walk into a stress-free zone and enjoy the benefits of singing, we do
encourage them to explore developing new vocal skills.

Six Singing Techniques To Explore
Before we take a step through a typical rehearsal, let’s look at some
techniques that you can explore.
1. Falsetto
Those of you who attend one of our choirs will know that I occasionally
break into a Falsetto voice which is actually a vocal technique where you
sing outside of your normal vocal range.
The most famous rock band known for singing falsetto is of course the
Bee Gees. There are some great examples of this technique in songs like
“Staying Alive,” “How Deep Is Your Love,” and “Too Much Heaven.”
In classical music the counter tenor voice would break into falsetto and
often stay there! It’s an interesting vocal sound, and one that is worth
exploring – I would advise using a vocal coach if this is an area you would
like to develop in your singing repertoire, but I would recommend starting
with simply vocal exercises like sirens and slides through the scales so you
can gently explore your range.
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2. Riffing
This is a way of embellishing your singing performance where you would
make small changes to the vocal line otherwise known as ornamentation.
You will hear this technique used extensively in soul music and one of the
performers who has taken this into an art form is Maria Carey – who also
has an impressive vocal range using a number of the techniques discussed
here.
Try singing a simple song and add one or two notes. When we rehearse
we often play around vocal harmonies using the first, third and fifth note
of an octave. The third and the fifth notes are where you might start
playing around with a riffing technique.
3.

Vocal Runs.

Also known in classical music as
melismas – the word is taken from the
late 19th century Greek word, and
literally
means
‘melody’.
This
technique involves the singing of a
single syllable of text while moving
between several different notes in
succession. Very similar to Riffing, but
more defined and centred. The late,
great Whitney Houston mastered this
technique in many of her songs.
4.

Vocal Belting

This vocal technique is popular and common in musical theatre and pop
music. The best way to describe belting is that a singer is taking the chest
voice (where you speak) into a higher register than usual, creating an
exciting and very powerful sound! Think of it as a controlled yell or a belly
laugh!
Please be careful if you attempt this technique, because you can damage
your voice if not exercised with caution!
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5. Rasping Rock!
If you are a fan of Heavy Metal music, you will know what this is
immediately! You will also find example within the Progressive Rock genre
– bands like Linkum Park, who produced one of my favourite albums,
Hybrid Theory. This technique should be used with extreme caution! Many
good singers have destroyed their vocal chords because they just wanted
to sing along to their favourite HM band.!
6. Country Yodelling
OK, let’s be clear about this – Country Music is definitely not to my
taste! Especially Yodelling! You know what I mean:
“I had a little dog, is name was Jack
Oh, the green grass grows in the valley…o,
He got a little sick and hit the sack,
Oh, the green grass grows in the valley…o.”
Etc!
Before I get reams of protest, I know it’s not all like that! I particularly
like the early music of Shania Twain – but then she sang Country Rock,
which is edging towards my style of music!
Yodelling is a fun way of singing and not just relegated to twee Swiss folk
songs! Country and Bluegrass singers also use this technique. It is a type
of singing where there are very fast and repeated changes of pitch
between two vocal registers: the chest voice and the head voice. Dolly
Parton does this well in many of her songs.
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Now We Come To The Rehearsal!
So you find yourself, rather reluctantly, turning up to your first Community
Choir rehearsal! Help!
The top ten questions buzzing through the minds of new-comers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will I fit in?
Will I make a fool of myself?
Will I be good enough?
Will I be picked on?
What should I bring?
What if I can’t read music?
Do I need to be an extravert?
What happens if I can’t sing?
What happens if I can’t read music?
Will I be embarrassed?

This is what happens:
After the first 30 minutes it dawns on you that this could be fun,
entertaining, friendly, accepting, non-judgemental, there are no
unattainable expectations, you don’t have to measure up to somebody
else, you are special, you are unique, you don’t have to read music, you
don’t have to sing like Pavarotti or Maria Carey – RELAX AND ENJOY!

The Eight Steps In A Typical Rehearsal
Before we get to the eight steps, I have to deal with the tricky subject of
people – a lot of people – who tell me they can’t sing!
I can’t sing!
This is a fear that many people have and this often results in a lack of
confidence and an inability or unwillingness to have a go. In our choirs
we have people in all levels of ability, but all have the potential to be
amazing and to contribute in a unique way to the overall sound
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performance of the choir. Everyone is encouraged and valued, because
we all play our part.
I never, ever, put anyone on the spot by asking them to sing a solo. I will
never single anyone out, unless they have already approached me and
asked me if they could take a solo part in one of our songs.
I do find that when people have the courage to do it, their confidence
levels rise through the roof!
Here are 3 things to remember that might help:
1. Don’t compare yourself to other people.
You are unique and have something special to contribute. If you are
willing to give it some time to develop your gift with a little coaching and
guidance from others, you are on the way to making your mark as a
singer.
2. Keep the instrument and the musician separated
When you hear someone playing a musical instrument badly, you don’t
blame the instrument, you say that the musician needs some practice.
The voice is an instrument too, so we need to persevere, and learn how
to use this valuable instrument carefully.
Your voice is a work-in-progress. Don’t be so quick to write yourself off.
3. Focus on improving your voice and musical ear.
If you spend a little time each day going through the vocal exercises in
this book, you will begin to use this amazing instrument you have.
Practicing some of the vocal exercises on a regular basis, will help you to
develop your musical ear. It’s a good idea to gently sing through some
scales using the notes on a musical instrument. A scale is eight
consecutive notes played one after the other.
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The biggest giant to face in all
this is a lack of confidence but
as you persevere, you will find
that this giant comes tumbling
down. You will grow in
confidence, step by step.
Please don’t make this a “big
issue.” If you worry about not
being able to sing like the
person who stands next to
you in choir, you will lose your
focus and your confidence will suffer. In any case, the whole point about
community choirs is “community.” You are part of a singing community
and we all contribute in different ways to develop a sense of being family
together, supporting one another and growing together. So chill out a
little! In a community choir you are part of an extraordinary movement to
make you healthier in body, mind and spirit,

Step One: Relaxation Exercises
Our stress free zone starts here as we begin to unload the cares of life
that can bear down on us like heavy weights we carry. Almost without
thinking about it, we tend to lay aside our burdens at choir rehearsals and
gather up resources to strengthen our resolve and our fortitude to enable
us to face our challenges.
We don’t spend a lot of time doing relaxation exercises at our choir
rehearsals, but often do simple breathing and physical warm-ups.
However, you may like to use one or two of these exercises to get you “in
the zone” before you sing:
1. Belly Breathing
Take long, slow, deep breaths and gently disengage any distracting
thoughts that might invade your mind. You need to be in a relaxed
posture. In the context of choir, stand with feet slightly apart, and body
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straight with arms hanging loosely at your sides. Close your eyes to
get a better focus.
2. Progressive Muscle Relaxation.
Use this technique with the breathing exercise above. Starting with
your head and neck muscles, focus your mind on each muscle group,
working your way down through your body and mentally releasing
tension and anxiety you might feel there. Physically relax each muscle
group as you go through the exercise. This take some practice, but you
will reap the benefits. There is a connection between body, mind and
spirit and this exercise begins to make that connection.
3. Using Your Imagination.
Imagination is a powerful tool in your arsenal of relaxation techniques.
All the best song writers create imaginary images using words. Our
emotions respond easily to visual images and this can be used
positively to help you relax. In this exercise, you might like to have
some pictures in front of you. It’s better if you can use photos or
printed images rather than looking at a screen which has a stimulating
rather than relaxing effect! There are hundreds of magazines with
inspiring pictures that
can be used in this
exercise.
I
would
recommend
using
something like National
Geographic. There are
many
photographic
books
available
showing pictures of the
world take from the air.
These can be very
useful for our exercise.
Take some time out
focussing on different
aspects of a picture and let your imagination take you into new creative
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spaces. If you want to explore this from a spiritual point of you,
checkout “Ignatian Exercises” online.
4. Mindfulness.
Techniques using mindfulness are becoming very popular these days
especially with those who lead stressful lives. Sitting comfortably, focus
on your breathing and let your mind bring into focus the present
moment. Consciously withdraw from past or future concerns. I won’t
go into more detail here as there are loads of helpful guidelines online
if you want to pursue this technique. I would say however that
mindfulness is not a new concept, it’s been practiced for hundreds of
years.
5. Repetitive prayer.
For this technique, you silently repeat a short prayer or phrase from a
prayer while practicing your breathing exercise.
I find that most people I meet recognise that there is a spiritual
dimension to life even though they might not articulate this from a
Christian or religious perspective.
One thing I do when I can’t sleep is recite Psalm 23 from the Bible.
Learning words like this off by heart can be an amazing way of calming
the mind and building pictures for your imagination to take you into a
restful place.

Step Two: Posture
The secret of producing a good vocal sound starts with posture. If we are
not standing correctly, we can easily restrict the sound of our voices. We
need to stand with our feet slightly apart to distribute the balance of our
body and make sure that our body is nice and straight – no bendy bits!
Arms down by our sides and in a relaxed position. The same as if we were
starting one of our relaxation exercises above. A good body posture
enhances our breathing and enables a good flow of air required when
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singing. Remember, no shoulder movements when breathing in. Rather,
tummy expanding.
Practice breathing from your diaphragm or tummy – this means that your
lower abdomen should expand when you inhale.
If you try the same style of breathing, while adopting a more slouched
posture you will immediately notice the difference – it’s not good.
You can improve your singing posture by standing straight against a wall.
Facing away from the wall, make your heels, calves, shoulders and head
touch the wall simultaneously. Hold this position for a few minutes.

Step Three: Breathing Techniques
I often use the following breathing exercises near the beginning of a
rehearsal. (You can also use the relaxation exercises above). If you are
not breathing correctly when you sing, you will have a tired voice very
quickly.
• Standing in the right posture, close your eyes and at the count of
three, breathe out gently, then breathe in and hold your breath for
3 seconds. Then breathe out slowly.
• Same exercise again, but this time hold your breath for 10 seconds.
• One way of strengthening the diaphragm, which is a thin skeletal
muscle sitting just below the rib cage. Its job is to push air out and
pull air into your lungs. Use the breathing exercise above, but when
you come to the long breath out, use a “ts” sound to restrict the
outflow of air. Tongue on the roof of your mouth, and press hard as
you do it. You’ll feel your diaphragm protesting! That’s good.
• To locate your diaphragm: hold a finger of your left hand out in
front of you like a candle. At the count of 3, blow the candle out
with a short, sharp breath. If you are doing this correctly, you will
feel your diaphragm jump! You’ve found it!
• Breathe deeply from your lower lungs - imagine a rubber ring
around your waist (your diaphragm). As you breathe, try to push
the ring outwards – breathe in through your nose and out through
your mouth.
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• This time breathe in for the count of 4 and then breathe out,
making a hissing noise, as if your tyre is going flat, to the count
of 4. Continue the exercise, this time:
In for 6 and out for 10.
Then in for 2 and out for 12.
Then in for 4 and out for 16.
Then in for 2 and out for 16.

Step Four: Physical Warm-Up
This is rather like a gentle aerobic exercise. I like to stand with my arms
stretched high, then, in a “climbing the ladder” movement, stretch as
high as you can. Then working down the body:
• Shoulder rolls – left and right – backwards and forwards
• Waist twister – take it gently, twisting to the left and then the right
• If you are able, bring your knees up to your waist – one at a time
of course! Hold a posture on one leg for a moment.
• Bend knees and wiggle feet
• If you can gently touch your toes, that’s fine too.
I sometimes combine a physical warm-up with a vocal warm-up by getting
the choir to sing:
“My Bonnie lies over the ocean,
My Bonnie lies over the sea,
My Bonnie lies over the ocean,
So bring back my Bonnie to me.
Bring back, bring back
Oh bring back my Bonnie to me, to me
Bring back, bring back,
Oh bring back my Bonnie to me”
I’ve highlighted every occurrence of the letter “b” because every time you
sing the letter, you either stand up or sit down. This is not an exercise for
people with a bad back!
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Step Five: Vocal Warm-Up
Vocal warm ups and exercises are key when you’re learning how to sing!
Just like athletes stretch out their body and muscles before a big game,
vocalists must warm up their singing voice before a performance or
rehearsal.
We maintain a healthy voice when we practice vocal warm-ups.

12 Vocal Warm-Ups
1. “123 Routine”
Sing
through an
1,121,
12321,
1234321,
123454321,
12345654321,
1234567654321,
123456787654321

octave

using

numbers,

like

this:

We do this exercise in our choirs and then try doing the same exercise,
but missing out a number or two! Try it. It’s great for locating the note in
your head without singing it.
2. Scales
We all know “Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti Do” from the The Sound of Music.
Starting on middle “C”, sing through the scale and then go back to the
beginning, raising the first note to “D” – etc.
3. Lip Buzz
You get a funny tickling sensation when doing this exercise!
You simply vibrate your lips together using various notes.
4. Mah-May-Me-Mo-Moo
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Remaining on one note (monotone), sing “mah-may-me-mo-moo” slowly,
really pronouncing the Ms.
5. Arpeggios
Using the words “I love to sing” start on the root note of an octave, and
then sing the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 8th note.
6. Harmony.
Many harmonies are built around the 1st, 3rd and 5th note of an octave.
Split the choir into three groups and bring in the three groups by singing
the 1st, then the 3rd, then the 5th note to the respective group. Get them
to hold the note and then crescendo them and hold until you bring them
off. The choir is harmonising. I have found this to be a great exercise right
at the beginning of a choir being formed, because it shows very quickly
how we can learn harmonies and sing like a real choir, using the “Sing &
Repeat”
method.
Try using this exercise using diminuendo – it’s much harder to hold a note
quietly, and teaches voice control.
7. The Siren
Think of the sound of a fire engine passing by, and imitate it with your
voice. Start at the lowest note in your range, and slide through every note
to the top of your range. If you can sing the low notes and high notes,
then you know you are in good vocal shape!
8. Chewing Gum!
Use imaginery chewing gum! Chew it vigorously, sliding your tongue
round your mouth. Then take hold of a piece and pull it out of your
mouth as if you were stretching it. Use a “weeeeeeeeeeeeee” siren
sound as you do it! All good fun.
9. Mini-me
Using the sounds, “mini-me”, go up and down the scales:
UP: Mini-me, mini-me, mini-me, me
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Mini-me, mini-me, mini-me, me
DOWN: Mini-me, mini-me, mini-me, me
Mini-me, mini-me, mini-me, me
10. VOWELS
Once again an exercise with scales but this time using vowel sounds but
making sure your lips exaggerate the shape of the sound:
AEIOU
11. “NG” As In “Sung”
Using the “ng” sound, use various notes to make the sound. Extend the
note
up
8
notes
and
then
back
down
again.
I sometimes inject some enthusiasm into the exercise by asking the choir
to imagine they have just won £50 on the National Lottery – how would
they make the noise then! What if they won £1,000,000, how would they
do it then! Or if their favourite film or singing star walked into the room,
how with they do it then!
12. Head Shoulders Knees And Toes
This is a good exercise if you want to combine a body work-out with a
vocal one! It’s a well-known song – if you don’t know it, take a look
online.

Step Six: Warm-Up Songs
Usually these would be a simple musical piece that can be sung in a
round. We use the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In Dangerous Times
My Bonnie Lies Over The Ocean
Belle Mama
Bach Air from “Little Air On A G String”
Siyabonga Baba

There are loads of songs like this…use your imagination.
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Step Seven: Song Rehearsal
I have more than a 100 song arrangements which we have rehearsed
over the years. I am working on new arrangements all the time. I do not
steal the arrangements from other people, they are all original.
If you are reading this ebook with a view to starting your own choir, I can
make my arrangements available to you. Drop me an email to discuss the
options: steve@steveflashman.com
I use my laptop recording studio to record arrangements. I play my guitar
on track 1, then sing the lead vocal on track 2. I add an alto harmony on
track 3 and a tenor harmony on track 4. If there is a bass part, I will
record that on track 5.
The software I use is Adobe Audition. I find it easy to use and very
adaptable to my needs. There are loads of other programmes out there,
some of them are free. So if you are going down this route, do a search
online.
Here’s a screenshot of one of my rehearsal videos:

These videos are available online for choir members.
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In a typical rehearsal, I would normally focus on three songs from our
current repertoire to rehearse and work hard teaching the vocal
harmonies to each group.
As if have said elsewhere, I don’t give choir members the music, only the
lyrics of the songs. On each sheet I indicate where the emphasis and parts
are by bolding and underlining words.
Sometimes we have a solo part, but I NEVER put anyone on the spot.
Choir members volunteer and let me know they would like to have a go.
So there is no pressure. I have found, very frequently, that when people
rise to the challenge, their confidence can sky-rocket over time.

That’s the structure of a typical rehearsal
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Now, What About Performance?
12 Top Tips For Stage Shows…
Having performed on
hundreds of stages in
thousands of venues over
the years, I’ve picked up
a
few
tricks
and
techniques that will help
you, if you are planning
on volunteering for the
next solo part that comes
available.
1. The microphone is your friend!
The first intimidating things to confront for many, is the microphone! It
stands there in front of you, beckoning you forward to get up close and
personal. But if you use that mic, everyone will hear you! That’s the whole
point of course, but a little worrying for some. The mic is there to help
you give a great performance, so don’t be afraid to get close. The mic I
mostly use is a Shure SM58 – they are reliable and give a good quality of
sound reproduction. These microphones are designed for solo singers and
to avoid crackles, spits and hisses, just be careful not to over-emphasise
the letters “p” and “s.”
2. The audience is on your side!
People are not out “to get you.” In the context of a choir concert, they
are there to enjoy the music and to encourage you to sing well. They
know only too well, they you are doing something that most of them
would not be brave enough to do!
3. Step back from the microphone.
When you have completed your solo, step back from the microphone. If
there is a technician in charge on the night of the concert, they will pull
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the mic volume down when you are “off” the mic. Nothing for you to worry
about.
4. Never blow into a microphone to test it!
This is the worst thing you can do into a mic. The moisture from your puff
will turn the insides rusty and unpleasant. If you are testing a mic, speak
into it.
5. If you forget your words or miss your entry point,
carry on!
We all do this at times. The worst thing to do is to draw attention to it!
Just carry on as if it were meant to be – nobody will pick up on this. And
even if they do, they will be impressed that you were not phased by it.
6. Never, never, never talk on stage to other choir members in
between songs.

Never talk on stage!
Extremely unprofessional!

This is very unprofessional
and
distracting
for
whoever is announcing
the next song – it’s also
distracting
for
the
audience.

7. Entrance and exit for the choir is all part of the overall
performance.
Choir members should file in and out very sedately(!) looking confident
and as if they know exactly what they are doing!
8. Never apologise to the audience!
That’s down to the leader/conductor and soloists. If you make a mistake,
carry on as if nothing untoward has happened. As soon as you feel you
must apologies, you bring down the quality of the performance for the
audience.
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9. Hold your music books high!
I don’t insist that choir members learn all the words to the songs. But if
they are using folders, they should be black, and held in such a way that
each choir members has their heads held high and sees the conductor.
10.

Get eye contact with your audience

Really important in order to perform in a professional way.
11.

Sing with passion!

This is something I’m always drumming into the choir. If you are
unconvincing, this will shout loud and clear to the audience. Put a smile
on your face and give expression to the songs by thinking about the words
you are singing. It can make or break a performance.
12.

Show respect for other members of the choir.

Even if they make a mistake, don’t glare at them! You will probably make
the same mistake another time. Remember, the audience is not only
listening to you, they are watching you too and will pick up any negative
body language.
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I do hope you found this eBook helpful and also an encouragement to
explore starting a choir, join a choir or keep on improving in the choir that
you belong to.
If you would like to explore song writing or arranging, please consider
investing in my eBook, “101 Essentials For Serious (Christian)
Songwriters” – you don’t have to be a Christian to benefit from the
principles in this book:

Take a look at it here:
www.steveflashman.biz/songwritingebook
Contact Steve Flashman here: steve@steveflashman.com

